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MUSIC 

 

DEITH: In the summer, this programme revealed that in one 

year, around a hundred British drivers had been sent to jail in France for trying to smuggle 

migrants across the Channel. 

 

HAJI: I’m in debt. That’s why I did it.  Because I’ve been 

playing a lot of money in the casino and everything.  That’s why I wanted to do that job. 

 

DEITH: Since then we’ve been talking to more of those 

convicted. Tonight they tell their stories for the first time. 

 

MARK: It was coming back that was the problem, when the 

people was in the van and you’re in too deep then, you can’t turn round, you know what I 

mean?  You’ve just got to go ahead with it. 

 

DEITH: We hear how the smuggling masterminds are running 

operations from the UK.  
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DHERSIN: It’s a mafia and the head of the mafia lives in London. 

 

DEITH: Europe’s crime fighting agency suspects more than 800 

Britons of involvement in this multi million pound business. Tonight we reveal just how far 

illegal immigration is an inside job. 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

DEITH: It was a few months ago now in Calais that we 

discovered the growing number of Britons offering migrants a ride in the boot of their cars to 

this side of the Channel.  Basir Haji, who we met when he was being sent down in France, 

always insisted the boss of his operation was based in the UK.  I’m heading now to the north 

of England to meet some people who’ve agreed – after some persuasion – to tell me about the 

smuggling job they got involved in.  

 

ACTUALITY – KNOCK AT DOOR 

 

DEITH: Hiya, I’m Jane.   

 

SARAH: Hello. 

 

DEITH: Hiya, nice to see you. 

 

SARAH: And you.  Come in. 

 

DEITH: Can I come in?  Thanks. 

 

SARAH: Yes. 

 

DEITH: I’m not going to tell you where the suburban sitting 

room we’re in is. It belongs to a couple I’m going to call Sarah and Mark. We’ve agreed to 

change their names.  
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DEITH cont:  Can I sit here?   

 

SARAH: Yes, course you can. 

 

DEITH: Great. 

On the windowsill there’s a wooden ornament with the words, ‘Every saint has a past, every 

sinner has a future.’ 

How did this all start? Take us back to the beginning. 

 

MARK: We actually got ourselves in a bit of debt, because we 

was using drugs at the time. This guy I was working for knew what situation we was in, he 

just sort of offered it to me, he just said, ‘Do you want to earn yourself some money?’ 

 

DEITH: Okay, so you owed some money to, what, a dealer? 

 

MARK: Yes.  It was just the constant phone calls, people 

coming to the house.   

 

SARAH: We were getting threats as well and people had 

actually put a brick through the window to sort of intimidate us.   

 

DEITH: And was there any hope of getting the money for the 

dealer yourself? 

 

MARK: There was no way, not for the wages I earn.  And the 

thing is, we obviously didn’t want to tell our parents what situation we was in, we was trying 

to hide it, so it just seemed like the easiest option was just to try and do something else. 

 

DEITH: In Mark’s words, a guy dangled a carrot – a quick fix 

to earn some cash and get the dealer off his back. The job was smuggling migrants over from 

Calais.  

 

MARK: He just said, you drive up to near Essex, you’ll meet 

somebody, they’ll give you directions where to go through to France, you’ll go on the tunnel 
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MARK cont:  and then you’ll meet someone in France.  You don’t 

have to do anything you just go off for the day and then in a certain location they’ll put them 

in the van and you just come back to that location and just drive the van back. 

 

DEITH: And when he came home with this idea or this 

proposition, what did you think the first time? 

 

SARAH: It was a definite no for me.  At first I was like it was a 

definite no no, but the way it was made out to us, it was like there was no chance we were 

going to get caught.  And obviously the pressures of family life and the fact we couldn’t 

borrow any money and I was scared for him and scared for ourselves, it seemed to be the 

only way out. 

 

DEITH: So then, once you’ve made the decision, okay we’ll do 

it, what happens then?  How does it work? 

 

SARAH: I then had to have money put into my bank account for 

me to then ring motorhome companies to organise a motorhome, of which we then had to 

travel to Birmingham to pick up, and then obviously from Birmingham to Essex and 

obviously to Calais. 

 

DEITH: And there’ll we leave Sarah and Mark, just for a 

moment, and meet Dawn – not her real name - making her own trip to France. She had a 

meeting at the university in Calais and her uncle offered to drive her, make a day of it. They 

took the ferry and headed to the campus. 

  

DAWN: I went off to my meeting and I instructed my uncle he 

could either, you know, go to a restaurant or he could wait in the car, but that I would be at  

least an hour.  And so that was the only time he was ever left alone. 

 

DEITH: Her uncle used that hour to make a call on a new 

mobile phone. He had some business to attend to while Dawn’s back was turned. 
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DAWN: He told the court that he was approached by a 

facilitator in London, who had offered him like £5,000 just to bring these people onto the 

ferry. 

 

DEITH: And you say he was approached by a facilitator in 

London.  What does that mean?  I mean, how does that even happen? 

 

DAWN: The way he told it in the court was that he was getting 

his car washed and a gentleman approached him and said, ‘Are you interested in making 

some quick cash?’ and explained to him what he’d have to do and that he’d get all the costs 

covered for, you know, the car rental and whatever other costs we incurred, like the tickets, 

and on return to the UK he’d get his money. 

 

DEITH: The facilitator, as you describe him, do you think he 

was a middleman or do you think he was the boss of an operation? 

 

DAWN: No, I honestly, an educated guess would be that there’s 

a large ring, it’s like a production line of facilitators and everybody has their role. 

 

DEITH: Why do you think your uncle took the bait? 

 

DAWN: Everybody is looking for a quick cash boost, but we 

didn’t think he would do something this outrageous. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CALAIS 

 

DEITH: Since I was in the migrants’ camp in Calais in the 

summer, things have changed.  Despite predictions fewer people would come as autumn 

became winter, the population of The Jungle has doubled to six thousand.  Migrants’ solo 

efforts to jump into lorries continue.  But beefed up security – partly thanks to £20 million 

from the British Government - is making it more difficult.  In four months this year, thirty 

thousand stowaways were stopped – massively up on last year.  The ring of steel thrown 

around Calais means migrants who have the funds are turning to smugglers to get them into 

cars - which is where people like Sarah and Mark come in. 
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SARAH: We got there about 3 in the morning, didn’t we, so we 

ended up just pulling up into a car park, going to sleep for a few hours.  We tried ringing 

them from our mobiles.  Our mobiles weren’t working in France, so we ended up using a pay 

phone to get hold of the guy that was supposed to have come with us, and he said these Essex 

people were supposed to meet us somewhere in the town centre. 

 

MARK: Yeah. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAFÉ 

 

DEITH: What kind of people were they? 

 

MARK: Not very nice [laughs].  They was all right with us, but 

they was just, they was just saying, ‘Ah, if when you get through doing this, we can do this, 

you can do that, you can do all sorts of other things.’  To be fair we just wanted to get home, 

didn’t we? 

 

SARAH: Then they booked us like a place on the camp site and 

we got told to disappear for a couple of hours. 

 

ACTUALITY OF CAR DOOR OPENING AND CLOSING 

 

SARAH: We went for something to eat and by the time we got 

back they’d loaded them into the camper van. 

 

ACTUALITY OF ENGINE STARTING 

 

DEITH: They had four young guys in the back of the van – 

three Vietnamese men and one Chinese man.  They had to get them to Britain to get their 

cash. 

 

SARAH: At first, we thought it was £2,500 then it was £5,000, it 

seemed to just keep changing because of the fact that we didn’t know how many we were 

bringing back, so really in our minds we weren’t sure of the exact figure that we were going 
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SARAH cont: to get. The only reason we got involved was because 

we was in this sticky situation, but the way they were sort of treated by them, it was, I don’t 

know, they was ...   

 

MARK: Yeah, it was awful, yeah.  I was offering food, drinks, 

stuff like that.  I said, if you need the toilet, which I probably shouldn’t have done, do you 

know what I mean, but I’m just human, do you know what I mean? 

 

DEITH: Did it cause you problems with your conscience that 

you were smuggling people into the country and breaking the law? 

 

MARK: At the time I just thought I’m actually helping them 

out.  In my eyes at the time it was like a victimless crime to me because I thought, well they 

want to come over here, but then obviously you see what they get brought over here for when 

they’re promised all these nice jobs or whatever and this and that and then they’re used as 

slaves.  

 

DEITH: Now Sarah and Mark had to get them past the border 

and through the tunnel. 

 

SARAH: I couldn’t stop shaking.  I was trying not to get 

emotional because I didn’t want to show at the border that I was emotional, but on the drive 

down it might have been 15 minutes, it felt like 5 hours.  

 

MARK: It was coming back that was the problem; it was the 

coming back when the people was in the van and you’re in too deep and you can’t turn round, 

you know what I mean?  You’ve just got to go ahead with it.  I thought it looked like 

Customs they was waiting for us, weren’t they?   

 

SARAH: Yeah.   

 

MARK: I don’t know if we were set up or what, but it seemed 

to be, it’s like they knew, do you know what I mean?  There was that many officers there and 

that, and straightaway as soon as we pulled in they was like took us to the side. 
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ACTUALITY OF CAR DOOR OPENING 

 

MARK: They took our passports, checked our passports, yeah, 

and then just said, ‘Do you mind if we do a search of the vehicle?’  Then obviously they’ve 

opened one of the cupboards and there was just someone stood in there, so … and that was it, 

we were caught.   

 

SARAH: Yeah, yeah. 

 

DEITH: The couple had been stopped at the British barrier. 

They were tried in the UK and held their hands up.  Mark went to prison.  Sarah got a 

suspended sentence.  Dawn’s uncle was pulled over at the French controls. 

 

DAWN: We went through a routine check and they were like, 

‘Can you go to the side and wait?’  I thought to myself like maybe my uncle’s got some drugs 

of some sort, so I asked him but he said nothing.  And then they opened the boot and we 

started seeing people coming out and I knew that this was some serious stuff.  Literally a 

family of four people – two adults and two small children.  My guess would be between six 

and three. 

 

DEITH: It’s odd that they didn’t make any sound. 

 

DAWN: The mother had actually drugged the children’s milk. 

 

DEITH: So when the children emerged from the boot, were 

they conscious? 

 

DAWN: Barely.  Barely. 

 

DEITH: And you had no idea they were in there? 

 

DAWN: No idea.  When they asked me if I could explain it, I 

couldn’t even tell them what my name was at that moment. I was just in a lot of shock.  They 

separated us, but I was still able to physically see my uncle, and they’d said to him, ‘What  
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DAWN cont: kind of human being allows a mother to put two small 

children in a boot?  Don’t you think they would have suffocated of some sort?’ and then they 

said, ‘You know what, you get in the boot and see how it feels and then maybe you can kind of 

understand how inhumane the whole trafficking thing is, especially in the back of a vehicle.’ 

 

DEITH: They made him do that? 

 

DAWN: They made him get in the boot.  I thought, oh my God, 

am I next? 

 

DEITH: What were you thinking about him at that point? 

 

DAWN: At that stage I just thought to myself, what has he got 

me into? 

 

ACTUALITY IN FINSBURY PARK 

 

DEITH: More and more Britons are being recruited, and caught. 

From its office in North London, the charity Prisoners Abroad looks after the welfare of 

Britons in foreign prisons.  I’ve come to talk to senior case worker, Emma Rowland.  

 

ROWLAND: A couple of years ago we’d have maybe two or three 

cases like this at any given time, whereas at the moment I think we’re working with about 

fifteen people and we know of others as well who have been recently arrested, so it is a really 

significant increase in a short space of time. 

 

DEITH: Who are these people? 

 

ROWLAND: We’re working with people from their late teens into 

their late sixties and they are indeed from all over the UK.  We can’t say that this is 

something that is happening in London or in Manchester.  It’s a really wide-reaching 

operation.  But there are certain trends.  Largely they appear to be quite vulnerable 

individuals that are targeted, usually people going through some type of financial difficulty, 

having trouble supporting their family. 
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DEITH: What kind of range of sentences are people being 

sentenced to? 

 

ROWLAND: Mostly we’ve been seeing people sentenced to between 

four months and twelve months, although we have seen people get lesser sentences and we 

have seen people get greater sentences.  If you’re not expecting to find yourself in a French 

prison and it’s completely out of the blue and it’s nothing like you’ve experienced before, it 

can have a real impact on people’s mental health and so it is something that is not always that 

easy to put behind you and move on from. 

 

DEITH: Dawn and her uncle were tried in France.  He pleaded 

guilty, admitting Dawn didn’t know about the family, who were Afghan, in the boot.  He’d 

used her, thinking her appointment in Calais was a good cover story.  Dawn pleaded not 

guilty, but the judge was sceptical. 

 

DAWN: They sentenced me to six months, but I actually only 

did four.  I’m not a criminal, I don’t have criminal convictions, so for my first experience to 

be in an international prison, it was terrifying.  I didn’t sleep for the first week, because it was 

literally everything you have nightmares about a prison being, it was.  Maximum security, it 

was in Lille.  The first thing that struck me was how vigorous they were with their searches.  

It was a full strip search and it was very traumatising.  There was like loads of rats and it was 

terrible.  I was associating with murderers and paedophiles and the fact that I had to be 

around those kinds of people just kind of made me realise how severe what had happened 

actually was. 

 

DEITH: What would you say to listeners who will doubt that 

you are completely innocent? 

 

DAWN: Whether they believe I am innocent or not is irrelevant.  

You know, if somebody says something to you that sounds too good to be true, it probably is, 

like if your uncle says, ‘You know what, I’ll cover the cost of your trip.  I’ll drive you 

actually.’  You wouldn’t really think negative of it, but you should still be wise. 
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SHARIFI: The hub of the main smugglers, are based in London 

and it is sort of a multinational operation. 

 

DEITH: Shoaib Sharifi is an Afghan journalist living in 

London.  He’s been undercover to investigate people smuggling networks. 

 

SHARIFI: I was talking to a smuggler.  He was assuring me that 

he has got a multimillion pound investment in Britain and he has been doing this for many 

other people. 

 

DEITH: Once in France, how would a family arrange their 

passage to be smuggled into the UK? 

 

SHARIFI: It’s most likely that a fellow migrant made it to the UK 

and passed the contacts of a smuggler, or if in cases people have relatives here and these 

relatives have had cases of a successful smuggler case, so it’s sort of a chain of contacts. 

 

DEITH: And the price for getting on board with a route that’s 

proved successful in the past is how much at the moment? 

 

SHARIFI: Up to December 2014 the guaranteed prices were 

£7,500 and they called it hand in hand – ie give me your hand and I take you and hand you 

over to a relative or to your address in the UK.  And some even called it sort of the diamond 

service.  I’m hearing and have been talking to some migrants that it has reached up to 

£10,000 just in the last six months. 

 

DEITH: Are more people successful in getting through than fail 

or the other way round? 

 

SHARIFI: Their guaranteed service is a guaranteed service.  They 

say 24 hours, but I would say within 48, maximum of three days, that definitely works and 

you would be here.  They are very successful. 

 

ACTUALITY IN DUNKIRK 
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DEITH: Calais has become crowded. There more migrants 

faced with more French police. Increasingly, smugglers are putting people in cars and lorries 

at a safe distance from the port.   

How many times have you visited the camp? 

 

DHERSIN: Oh every day, almost every day. 

 

DEITH: We’re in another migrant camp half an hour’s drive 

from Calais, in Teteghem, on the edge of Dunkirk.  I’m with Franck Dhersin.  In this town, 

where he’s been mayor for twenty years, he cuts a well-known dash in his long black coat. 

There’s a guy washing a fish that he’s got out of the lake. 

 

DHERSIN: Yes, sure. 

 

DEITH: It’s actually quite a nice spot. 

 

DHERSIN: Oh yes. [LAUGHS] 

 

DEITH: And there are fires burning as people are cooking their 

tea and their dinner. 

 

DHERSIN: So these green buildings are houses for migrants, so 

it’s for fifty people.  The others are in the tents.  You can see a bullet …. 

 

DEITH: A bullet mark on the container… 

 

DHERSIN: Bullet mark here.  It’s not a little bullet. 

 

DEITH: When were those marks made? 

 

DHERSIN: Six weeks ago.  It’s a battle against smugglers.  We 

arrest often some smugglers and one week after there are new smugglers, because it’s mafia, 

organised like drug mafia.  The smugglers are very dangerous and violent.  All smugglers 
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DHERSIN cont: come from England.  They have English papers.  It’s a 

mafia.  And the head of the mafia lives in London. 

 

DEITH: How do you know? 

 

DHERSIN: Because we catch many times smugglers, but we catch 

second hands, lieutenants, and they talk.  And I talk also with the French police and with 

Justice and everybody say me the same story. 

 

DEITH: British gangs have been driving migrants to truck stops 

near or over the Belgian border and hiding them in lorries.  Some migrants pay more for a 

luxury service, furnished with fake passports and driven in swish cars to the ports – the idea 

being expensive cars with British plates are less likely to be stopped.  The mayor has spent 

money out of the town budget to install electricity and hot water in the camp.  The smugglers 

have some nerve, they’re now charging the migrants for the utilities. 

 

DHERSIN: In Teteghem we only have very rich people from Iraq 

and Syria.  You have warm water, everything, so you are staying in this camp, you pay  

10 euro each day, each person and we promise to find a solution for you by Zeebrugge, 40 

km from Dunkirk, with papers but not true papers. 

 

DEITH: Fake papers. 

 

DHERSIN: Fake papers.  Yeah, right.  We drive you in a 

Mercedes, an Audi A6, A7, not in the boot but inside the car, you know, like everybody, and 

only two or three people.  It’s possible the police don’t see anything, but they have to pay 

5,000 euro more.  You imagine the money this mafia makes.  It’s millions of euro each year. 

 

DEITH: French police have seized more than thirty British 

plated cars. They took them to a secure compound, but the smugglers torched it. The mayor 

says they’re refusing to give up control of the camp. 

   

DHERSIN: A man say to me, it’s impossible to entry, it’s my 

jungle.  I say, I am the mayor, it’s not your jungle, it’s my territory.  And he show me a gun 
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DHERSIN cont: inside his jacket, so I push the guy and I entry.  I know 

that he don’t shoot me because they shoot other smugglers but only in legs. 

 

DEITH: When he said to you, ‘Look, you can’t come in here, 

this is my turf,’ did he say it in French or English? 

 

DHERSIN: Oh no, it was in English.  And you know, I remember, 

I was with an English journalist and three men came around this woman and I heard the men 

say to the English journalist, ‘Go out or I rape you,’ and he show also a gun.  And the 

journalist say, ‘Oh, it’s incredible, it was a perfect London accent.’ 

 

DEITH: Police have made arrests.  The Dunkirk prosecutor, 

Eric Fouard, told me a suspected smuggling boss, an Iraqi from Britain, and two of his 

‘lieutenants’ were stopped trying to escape to the UK. 

 

FOUARD [VIA INTERPRETER]: A few weeks ago an Iraqi man was arrested who is in 

effect the boss of smugglers in the camps in Teteghem. And this person had fled towards 

England because he feared the police.  And someone came from England, a British man, to 

find him, with a woman who had brought a car over for the smugglers in the past, and they 

took this boss in a van with some migrants, to Bilbao to get on a boat to England.  

 

DEITH: Mr Fouard sees about ten smuggling cases a month in 

his court and says they always have a British connection.  

 

FOUARD [VIA INTERPRETER]: Whether it’s the commanders or their accomplices, 

they’re on British soil.  It’s the same for all the networks.  All the cars here, which are used to 

put migrants on lorries or boats, are British cars. 

  

DEITH: How do the French courts and indeed the French 

prisons feel about the sheer weight of numbers, the amount of work they’re having to do, to 

deal with British smugglers? 

 

FOUARD [VIA INTERPRETER]: It’s quite a heavy burden. These are big cases, because 

to dismantle an organised crime gang demands an enormous amount of investigation. There’s 
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FOUARD [VIA INTERPRETER] cont: tapping their phones, tailing them, surveillance – 

it’s a lot of work for the police.  We’re willing to work with the English, the English police 

and legal authorities, so we could investigate together, and destroy not just the French arm of 

these networks, but the British arm too. 

  

DEITH: Military police came into this camp in force this 

morning – they come regularly, rounding up those they think are smugglers hiding among the 

migrants.  But when you ask people here about smugglers, they deny they exist.  Their 

unofficial spokesman is an Iraqi man called Roushi. 

 

ROUSHI: We are good, so you don’t have any bad people.  Just 

we stay here and we want to go to UK, so even the people say even we are not going to let 

any of the bad people come inside here. 

 

DEITH: Because the story that we hear is that you guys are the 

rich ones.  That’s why you’re here.  Because you’ve paid 10,000 euros for the whole journey 

and you’re waiting for the smugglers to help you. 

 

ROUSHI:  They say we don’t have money, just how we can have 

money because we are from Iraq and we didn’t pay to anyone.  They go by himself inside a 

truck. 

 

DEITH: Mayor, they were absolutely adamant that they had 

made the journey this far on their own without any help, without any organisation and there’s 

no smugglers here. 

 

DHERSIN: Yes, it’s not true, you know.  I know this camp since 

eight years, so I recognise some smugglers. 

 

DEITH: In the group that were talking to us or just a bit further 

around? 

 

DHERSIN: No, two men.  One man was with …. 
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DEITH: With the scarf? 

 

DHERSIN: The scarf, yes.  It’s very difficult to have evidence 

against this mafia, because nobody wants to talk.  You know, the only way to stop this mafia 

is Al Capone way.  Everybody know about Al Capone, you know.  So why the English 

Government don’t control by fiscality this millions of euros?  The head of this mafia lives in 

England, so it’s impossible for the French police and French Justice to have results without 

the justice system in England. 

 

DEITH: We wanted to put the Mayor’s complaint to the 

Government, but it didn’t want to engage.  The Home Office insists it’s leading the fight 

against people smugglers though.  It told us it has increased joint intelligence work with the 

French and the Belgian and Dutch authorities, disrupting more than 170 smuggling gangs last 

year.  But we’ve been told just how many British smugglers are out there.  Europol, Europe’s 

crime fighting agency, has given us the first detailed figures for the number of Britons 

suspected of having fingers in the pie.  We managed to get a few minutes on the phone with 

Europol’s chief of staff, Brian Donald. 

 

DONALD: We have 191 suspects who are either UK nationals or 

born in the UK, so that’s suspects we have basically their full details, including their 

nationality.  However, we have 694 suspects in our databases, which are either located in or 

active in the United Kingdom where we can’t confirm what their nationality is.  So I would 

say about 700 persons are currently active in the UK at the moment.  The people smugglers 

are using a variety of techniques.  Sort of high volume crossing points such as the Channel 

Tunnel or the ferries going across to the UK, concealment within the private vehicles is 

something that’s quite common.  There are organised crime gangs who specialise in moving 

people across difficult borders.  The French UK border would be an example of a difficult 

border and that would be their specialism, that would be the service they were offering and 

that would be why they are charging such very high prices to do that. 

 

DEITH: In August, French border police pounced on an 

Albanian gang after a five month undercover operation. A twenty-something told police he’d 

come over from England to help his brother smuggle around forty people a month across the 

Channel, using lorry drivers recruited in the UK.  He also said the brains of the operation 
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DEITH cont:  were back in England.  The migrants were paying 

between £6,500 and £7,000 each, via international bank transfers.  In six months the gang is 

said to have made 1.4 million euros.  

 

ACTUALITY IN LITTLE TIRANA 

 

DEITH: So is this Little Tirana? 

 

VATA: Yes, I’d say, biggest community live round here so …. 

 

DEITH: In Tottenham I meet Besnik Vata.  His life in London 

began with a journey in the hands of Albanian people smugglers. Last year his cousin 

Leonard Isufaj also came over in a lorry.  But he was caught and sent back on a ferry, with 

no-one guarding him.  He jumped overboard in an attempt to swim to England and drowned. 

Leonard’s story is a tragedy.  But for pretty much every Albanian Besnik knows here, this 

dangerous journey is the normal way of coming to Britain. 

 

VATA: I travelled to south of Albania, a port there, so we can 

travel to Italy by speedboat.  It was a very dangerous travel.  And then from Italy I took the 

train to France and then on a lorry to England. 

 

DEITH: How much did you pay for the journey? 

 

VATA: About $4,000.  That was a big amount of money at that 

time.  It was a guarantee, you know, even if they catch me and return me back, I wouldn’t 

have to pay any money until I’m here. 

 

DEITH: Do you know people who have been smuggled over 

recently in the last few weeks and months? 

 

VATA: Yes, I know loads of people coming every day, I think.  

Yeah, I met people who will say, ‘Oh I came yesterday, I came a week ago,’ you know, lots 

of people coming. 
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DEITH: How much do you know about how organised it is 

now, and how much cash people are having to find to get their passage to England? 

 

VATA: Big amount of money, about £6,000/ £7,000 for a 

person to get over here.  It’s very good organised you know, there’s people in Albania and 

France and in England who organise this kind of things.  There’s lots of different ways - they 

use ferry, they use trains, the cars, even with fake documents.  There’s loads of different ways 

they’re trying to come over here.   

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

DEITH: Just last week police arrested a Dunkirk fisherman and 

an Albanian man they say had been taking migrants across the Channel in a rigid inflatable: 

the passengers apparently paying £10,000 each to be dropped off on English beaches.  If 

you’re a migrant, money buys you options.  I’ve crossed the border from France into 

Belgium, – I’ve just left Ostend behind, where a source has been telling me that migrants in 

Calais pay 300 euros to be driven to Belgian safe houses before being sneaked through the 

port.  It seems the crackdown in Calais is creating a domino effect east along the coast.  The 

Home Secretary, Theresa May, has said the Government’s well aware of the possibility of 

what she calls ‘displacement’ and is working with Belgium and the Netherlands, which is 

where I’m going next. 

 

ACTUALITY IN IJMUIDEN 

 

DEITH: I’ve come to a small spot on the Dutch coastline called 

Ijmuiden.  It’s near Amsterdam and, like a lot of port towns, it manages to be both beautiful 

and brutal.  If I look to my right I can see steelworks belching smoke, but if I look to my left 

there’s a quite beautiful beach with white sand and a busy marina.  The reason for coming 

here is that this summer evidence of organised people smuggling erupted here in dramatic 

fashion. 

 

BOS: We’re not really used to those numbers of refugees 

taking the routes via Ijmuiden.  It was really a surprise when a 9 metre yacht with 27 people 

aboard was discovered here. 
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DEITH: Frisos Bos is a reporter at the local newspaper in 

Ijmuiden. He tells me how in August the six-berth sailing yacht moored in the marina started 

to attract suspicion. Police found a group of Albanians and Vietnamese migrants below deck, 

and two Dutch skippers.  

 

BOS: I did a little research afterwards and I discovered that 

in Belgium and France they used to rent sailing yachts then take refugees aboard and, well, 

let’s see if they make it.  And I think they moved to Ijmuiden because of the bad weather. 

You know, the North Sea crossing to England, it’s a tough cookie.   

 

DEITH: It’s been reported those stuffed like sardines below 

deck paid 4,000 euros each for passage to England. With Friso Bos’ help, I spoke to a boat 

owner who was there when they were found. 

 

MAN [VIA BOS]: He says they had no spirit left at all.  They just did 

exactly as they were told, they walked along to the gates, into the bus, just dead. 

  

DEITH: Were you shocked to think that organised smuggling 

on that scale could be happening in a sleepy little marina like this? 

 

MAN: You see many things over here … 

 

DEITH: You see lots of things?  

 

MAN:  They tell me the people, they were crossing to 

Lowestoft. 

 

DEITH: Oh, they told you the people were going to Lowestoft 

in Suffolk? 

 

BOS: He heard they were going to Lowestoft – that’s new to 

me. 

 

MAN:  The people weren’t experienced at all. 
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DEITH: They were amateur sailors. 

  

MAN: They just saw the big money. 

 

DEITH: Yeah.   

So the yacht could have been bound for Lowestoft, and apparently there were charts of the 

east coast on board.  Last summer a Ukrainian gang was convicted after sailing into the small 

Suffolk harbour of Orford with six illegal immigrants on board. So people do get caught. But 

compared to the guaranteed passport checks you’ll get at the tunnel or the ferry, you can see 

the attraction of putting to sea in a yacht.  And with modern GPS you can punch in the co-

ordinates of a quiet English harbour and maybe you will succeed in slipping into the UK 

unnoticed.  

 

ACTUALITY AT HOOK OF HOLLAND 

 

DEITH: An hour south of Ijmuiden is the Hook of Holland, 

where ferries sail for Harwich in Essex.  I’m watching a Stena Line ferry ease herself out of 

the port, while in front of me another white edifice of a ship is being loaded with lorries that 

look like tiny matchboxes. The Immigration Minister James Brokenshire was here not so long 

ago, to see if work needs to be done to boost security.  Friso Bos, the journalist I met in 

Ijmuiden, helpfully gave me some figures he got from the Dutch military police for the 

number of migrants caught on this route.  Last year 156 stowaways were found. This year, by 

September it was already 216 – up a third.  Most were only discovered at Harwich.  

 

ACTUALITY AT EDMONTON 

 

DEITH: The crossing between Holland and Harwich is a 

serious smuggling route.  In the summer, 68 people were found in four Polish lorries, 

crouching in between a consignment of washing machines.  But for every lorry that’s 

searched, how many sail through without any problems?  I’m outside a flat in Edmonton in 

North London, where last November a group of men from India were brought by their 

smugglers after making it in a lorry on the Harwich ferry.  
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BACKHOUSE: Received a call through stating that ten men were being 

held against their will and demands were being made for cash for their safe release. 

 

DEITH: Detective Constable Kieran Backhouse is from the 

Metropolitan Police’s trafficking and kidnapping unit.  

 

BACKHOUSE: Inquiries were made which led us to an address in 

Edmonton.  They’d been told in no uncertain terms that they were not free to leave and that 

more money would need to be paid before they could go. 

 

DEITH: Big money was involved. The Indians had paid agents 

along the way from Punjab to Russia, Bulgaria, Greece and France, a total of 10,000 euros 

each.  And now they were caught in the middle of a bust up between a British gang over who 

got what money.  The kingpin of the smugglers was Iraqi Kurd, Fahmi Hakim.  He left Iraq 

during the overthrow of Saddam Hussein and came here as a stowaway before getting British 

citizenship.  He recruited other Iraqi Kurds and Afghans, Indians and Eastern Europeans – 

many of whom also came to the UK in lorries and so knew how it worked.  

 

BACKHOUSE: Fahmi Hakim was found with £50,000 in cash in his 

boot, and when we searched the modest one-bedroomed flat in Edmonton, there was more 

than £30,000 in cash lying around in separate bundles. 

 

DEITH: You think that they might have been doing this on an 

almost industrial scale? 

 

BACKHOUSE: Yes and we found they had crossed on number of 

different occasions, you’re talking almost once every week in the period in the run up to this.  

They had lorry drivers who were lining up to be paid.  On the last occasion before they 

smuggled these people across from Hook of Holland, they actually went for an evening in a 

Spa. So enjoying five star luxury in a spa at the same time as they’re ensuring that these 

desperate people were packed into the back of container lorries to continue their journey. 
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DEITH: There are a couple of notorious camps near Dunkirk, 

which the local mayor say are absolutely run by people smugglers, so I just wondered if they 

had got good links with the smugglers around the camps. 

 

BACKHOUSE: In their mobile phones, once they were interrogated, 

there were addresses in Dunkirk that became apparent.  Fahmi Hakim was buying cars from 

auction that were subsequently then involved in stops at Dover and Calais and were found to 

have illegal immigrants on board, so we believe that what he was doing was selling on to 

other people who wanted to smuggle people across. 

 

DEITH: How many people do you think Fahmi Hakim could 

have directly or indirectly have smuggled into the UK? 

 

BACKHOUSE:  Certainly more than we picked up on that particular 

night.  If the telephone call had never been made, then the likelihood is that we may never 

have known about it. 

 

DEITH: It’s frustrating no government minister would come on 

to tell us what the UK’s doing to go after gangs like Fahmi Hakim’s.  We had to make do 

with a statement.  It said 90 officers have joined a new organised immigration crime task 

force which will “exploit every opportunity to smash the gangs and deprive them of their 

assets.”  Fahmi Hakim got 12 years.  The gang all received long sentences and the police are 

going back to court to try to seize their cash.  It’s one case where, by chance really, the big 

guns were caught and are being made to pay.  The people we’ve met who got tangled up in 

smuggling networks were the little guys.   

 

DAWN: This is just from me doing my own little research, that I 

believe that a lot of them are largely based in the UK and I believe that they operate under the 

disguise of like functioning organisations.  It is happening all around us, but we’re just not 

aware of it and people are using credible organisations to disguise what’s actually going on. 

 

DEITH: And the bosses?  Well, they stay in the background. 

They find others to do the dirty work, confident that if they get caught, they’re unlikely to name 

names.  
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MARK: We was nothing, was we, to be fair?  Compared to the 

size of what it is, and we were just low key, weren’t we really? 

 

SARAH: Yeah. 

 

DEITH: Did anything happen to anyone higher up than you, do 

you know? 

 

MARK: No, nothing, no. 

 

DEITH: Did the police ask you?  They must have asked you 

about the people higher up the chain. 

 

MARK: Yeah, but to be fair I don’t really want to say much 

about that matter.  If it looks like we’ve been talking to people then it could bring trouble to 

us, you know what I mean?  So I’d rather just try and forget about the whole thing now. 

 

SARAH: Just don’t do it.  It’s not worth it at the end of the day.  

You’re not helping them people out.  You think that you might be helping them out but 

you’re not.  Doing what we did, we nearly lost everything. 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE 


